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Soul, Body, and Survival Kevin Corcoran 2001 How are soul and body related to one another? Are human beings immaterial souls, or complex physical organisms?
Will we survive the death of our bodies? Does only the dualist view allow the possibility of life after death? This collection brings together cutting-edge research on the
metaphysics of human nature and the possibility of post-mortem survival.Kevin Corcoran's collection, Soul, Body, and Survival, includes chapters from those who
embrace traditional soul-body dualism, those who assert person-body identity, and those who propose entirely new views that fall outside the categories of monism
and dualism. The first book to connect the metaphysics of persons with the belief in life after death, thus intersecting with theological as well as philosophical inquiry, it
blurs the divide between metaphysics and the philosophy of mind.
The Columbia History of Twentieth-century French Thought Lawrence D. Kritzman 2006 This valuable reference is an authoritative guide to 20th century French
thought. It considers the intellectual figures, movements and publications that helped define fields as diverse as history, psychoanalysis, film, philosophy, and
economics.
Staging Women and the Soul-Body Dynamic in Early Modern England Sarah E. Johnson 2016-04-01 Though the gender-coded soul-body dynamic lies at the root of
many negative and disempowering depictions of women, Sarah Johnson here argues that it also functions as an effective tool for redefining gender expectations.
Building on past criticism that has concentrated on the debilitating cultural association of women with the body, she investigates dramatic uses of the soul-body
dynamic that challenge the patriarchal subordination of women. Focusing on two tragedies, two comedies, and a small selection of masques, from approximately
1592-1614, Johnson develops a case for the importance of drama to scholarly considerations of the soul-body dynamic, which habitually turn to devotional works,
sermons, and philosophical and religious treatises to elucidate this relationship. Johnson structures her discussion around four theatrical relationships, each of which
is a gendered relationship analogous to the central soul-body dynamic: puppeteer and puppet, tamer and tamed, ghost and haunted, and observer and spectacle.
Through its thorough and nuanced readings, this study redefines one of the period’s most pervasive analogies for conceptualizing women and their relations to men
as more complex and shifting than criticism has previously assumed. It also opens a new interpretive framework for reading representations of women, adding to the
ongoing feminist re-evaluation of the kinds of power women might actually wield despite the patriarchal strictures of their culture.
Woman Thinking Tiffany K. Wayne 2004-12-01 This book explores the theoretical relationship between feminism and transcendentalism through the ideas and
activism of prominent 19th century female thinkers and activists such as Ednah Cheney, Caroline Dall, Margaret Fuller, and Elizabeth Oakes Smith.
The Cambridge History of Seventeenth-century Philosophy Daniel Garber 1998 Annotation. The Cambridge History of Seventeenth-Century Philosophy offers a
uniquely comprehensive and authoritative overview of early-modern philosophy written by an international team of specialists. As with previous Cambridge Histories
of Philosophy the subject is treated by topic and theme, and since history does not come packaged in neat bundles, the subject is also treated with great temporal
flexibility, incorporating frequent reference to medieval and Renaissance ideas. The basic structure of the volumes corresponds to the way an educated seventeenthcentury European might have organised the domain of philosophy. Thus, the history of science, religious doctrine, and politics feature very prominently.
Racial Discourse and Cosmopolitanism in Twentieth-Century African American Writing Tania Friedel 2010-06-21 This book engages cosmopolitanism—a critical
mode which moves beyond cultural pluralism by simultaneously privileging difference and commonality—in order to examine its particular deployment in the work of
several African American writers. Deeply influenced and inspired by W. E. B. Du Bois, the writers closely examined in this study—Jean Toomer, Jessie Fauset,
Langston Hughes and Albert Murray—have advanced cosmopolitanism to meet its own theoretical principals in the contested arena of racial discourse while
remaining integral figures in a larger tradition of cosmopolitan thought. Rather than become mired in fixed categorical distinctions, their cosmopolitan perspective
values the pluralist belief in the distinctiveness of different cultural groups while allowing for the possibility of inter-ethnic subjectivities, intercultural affiliations and
change in any given mode of identification. This study advances cosmopolitanism as a useful model for like-minded critics and intellectuals today who struggle with
contemporary debates regarding multiculturalism and universalism in a rapidly, yet unevenly, globalizing world.
The Unconverted Self Jonathan Boyarin 2009-12-15 Europe’s formative encounter with its “others” is still widely assumed to have come with its discovery of the
peoples of the New World. But, as Jonathan Boyarin argues, long before 1492 Christian Europe imagined itself in distinction to the Jewish difference within. The
presence and image of Jews in Europe afforded the Christian majority a foil against which it could refine and maintain its own identity. In fundamental ways this
experience, along with the ongoing contest between Christianity and Islam, shaped the rhetoric, attitudes, and policies of Christian colonizers in the New World. The
Unconverted Self proposes that questions of difference inside Christian Europe not only are inseparable from the painful legacy of colonialism but also reveal
Christian domination to be a fragile construct. Boyarin compares the Christian efforts aimed toward European Jews and toward indigenous peoples of the New World,
bringing into focus the intersection of colonial expansion with the Inquisition and adding significant nuance to the entire question of the colonial encounter. Revealing
the crucial tension between the Jews as “others within” and the Indians as “others without,” The Unconverted Self is a major reassessment of early modern European
identity.
The Sciences of the Soul Fernando Vidal 2011-12-01 The Sciences of the Soul is the first attempt to explain the development of the disciplinary conception of
psychology from its appearance in the late sixteenth century to its redefinition at the end of the seventeenth and its emergence as an institutionalized field in the
eighteenth. Fernando Vidal traces this development through university courses and textbooks, encyclopedias, and nonacademic books, as well as through various
histories of psychology. Vidal reveals that psychology existed before the eighteenth century essentially as a “physics of the soul,” and it belonged as much to natural
philosophy as to Christian anthropology. It remained so until the eighteenth century, when the “science of the soul” became the “science of the mind.” Vidal
demonstrates that this Enlightenment refashioning took place within a Christian framework, and he explores how the preservation of the Christian idea of the soul was
essential to the development of the science. Not only were most psychologists convinced that an empirical science of the soul was compatible with Christian faith;
their perception that psychology preserved the soul also helped to elevate its rank as an empirical science. Broad-ranging and impeccably researched, this book will
be of wide importance in the history and philosophy of psychology, the history of the human sciences more generally, and in the social and intellectual history of
eighteenth-century Europe.
Rebirthing Into Androgyny Berenice Andrews 2012-11 In these "interesting times," when many people are searching for spiritual nourishment, this book is intended to
be a means of providing it. Rebirthing Into Androgyny: Your Quest For Wholeness, And Afterward offers to the hungry ones a familiar yet totally different feast. While it
sets forth an already-established metaphysics, it also presents a radical new idea--one that has been implicit in that spiritual thought but unavailable until now and the
new awareness associated with quantum physics. In other words, while this book provides soul searchers--also known as learners--with an ages-old means of
generating a fundamental inner change (a rebirthing), it also provides a new, living prototype of what is being reborn. Thus, a person's rebirthing is both a gestation
and a labor (a quest) producing an ever-increasing knowing ("gnosis"), which gradually becomes being that can finally merge with the Beloved/Self. And the new,
living prototype is that of the human soul, not as what a person has but as what a person is: a creative energy being who generates its own "bodies" out of its soul
substance--its creative consciousness energy--by means of its archetypal human energy system, while always being guided by its nucleus of divinity. In this book,
which is a textbook for soul searchers, all of this transformative change is offered, explored and explained in a series of carefully-crafted lessons lovingly taught by a
shamanic teacher/healer in a stone circle "classroom," the ancient site of a modern teaching. There is a grand feast awaiting! The cover design was created by Paula
Kozak, Sarasota, Florida: set in a circle representing the Unity of the Cosmos, the Oneness that includes all people, the hexagram is an ancient symbol of androgyny.
The Nordic rune "Dagaz" across its center signifies breakthrough and transformation. The gold of the hexagram against the white background indicates the everpresent divine energies that guide and sustain, while the light spectrum surrounding the circle and extending in all directions indicates the auric "field" of a human
energy being, inseparable from its Creator.
Women, Art and the New Deal Katherine H. Adams 2015-12-21 In 1935, the United States Congress began employing large numbers of American artists through the
Works Progress Administration--fiction writers, photographers, poster artists, dramatists, painters, sculptors, muralists, wood carvers, composers and choreographers,
as well as journalists, historians and researchers. Secretary of Commerce and supervisor of the WPA Harry Hopkins hailed it a "renascence of the arts, if we can call
it a rebirth when it has no precedent in our history." Women were eminently involved, creating a wide variety of art and craft, interweaving their own stories with those
of other women whose lives might not otherwise have received attention. This book surveys the thousands of women artists who worked for the U.S. government, the

historical and social worlds they described and the collaborative depiction of womanhood they created at a pivotal moment in American history.
Bodies and Souls Frank Cordelle 2006-01 This book presents a chronological series of nude photographic portraits of more than 90 diverse girls and women of many
ages, shapes, sizes, and conditions, plus their personal statements about their bodies and experiences. These are often highly personal and intensely moving.
Embodied Souls, Ensouled Bodies Marc Cortez 2008-11-18 An exploration of the relationship between Christology and theological anthropology through the lens of
Karl Barth's theology and the contemporary philosophy of mind debate.
Routledge Companion to Sixteenth Century Philosophy Henrik Lagerlund 2017-01-06 Sixteenth century philosophy was a unique synthesis of several philosophical
frameworks, a blend of old and new, including but not limited to Scholasticism, Humanism, Neo-Thomism, Aristotelianism, and Stoicism. Unlike most overviews of this
period, The Routledge Companion to Sixteenth Century Philosophy does not simplify this colorful era by applying some traditional dichotomies, such as the
misleading line once drawn between scholasticism and humanism. Instead, the Companion closely covers an astonishingly diverse set of topics: philosophical
methodologies of the time, the importance of the discovery of the new world, the rise of classical scholarship, trends in logic and logical theory, Nominalism,
Averroism, the Jesuits, the Reformation, Neo-stoicism, the soul’s immortality, skepticism, the philosophies of language and science and politics, cosmology, the
nature of the understanding, causality, ethics, freedom of the will, natural law, the emergence of the individual in society, the nature of wisdom, and the love of god.
Throughout, the Companion seeks not to compartmentalize these philosophical matters, but instead to show that close attention paid to their continuity may help
reveal both the diversity and the profound coherence of the philosophies that emerged in the sixteenth century. The Companion’s 27 chapters are published here for
the first time, and written by an international team of scholars, and accessible for both students and researchers.
Russian Philosophy in the Twenty-First Century Mikhail Sergeev 2020-11-23 Russian Philosophy in the Twenty-First Century: An Anthology presents a variety of
contemporary philosophic problems found in the works of prominent Russian thinkers, ranging from social and political matters and pressing cultural issues to insights
into modern science and mounting global challenges.
Constructing the Stalinist Body Keith Livers 2009-02-16 Constructing the Stalinist Body brings together contemporary body theory with studies on Stalinist ideology
and cultural mythology in order to elucidate the complex problem of individual authorship within the context of Stalinist ideology of the 1930s and '40s. Author Keith A.
Livers examines the ways in which Andrei Platonov, Mikhail Zoshchenko, Lev Kassil' and other authors used corporeal imagery as a means of both resisting and
furthering the idea of a Stalinist utopia and the ideologically purified body politic it aspired to produce. The final chapter of the book looks at collective and popular
representations of the Moscow subway (completed in 1935), which was one of the most important construction projects of the 1930s and was at the same time
portrayed as a microcosm of the ideal world of Socialism to come.
For the Good of Their Souls William B. Hart 2020 In 1712, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts opened its mission near present-day Albany,
New York, and began baptizing residents of the nearby Mohawk village Tiononderoge, the easternmost nation of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Confederacy. Within
three years, about one-fifth of the Mohawks in the area began attending services. They even adapted versions of the service for use in private spaces, which
potentially opened a door to an imagined faith community with the Protestants. Using the lens of performance theory to explain the ways in which the Mohawks
considered converting and participating in Christian rituals, historian William B. Hart contends that Mohawks who prayed, sang hymns, submitted to baptism, took
communion, and acquired literacy did so to protect their nation's sovereignty, fulfill their responsibility of reciprocity, serve their communities, and reinvent themselves.
Performing Christianity was a means of "survivance," a strategy for sustaining Mohawk life and culture on their terms in a changing world.
T.S. Eliot at the Turn of the Century Marianne Thormählen 1994
Mobility and Corporeality in Nineteenth- to Twenty-First-Century Anglophone Literature Jaine Chemmachery 2021-05-19 Mobility and Corporeality in 19th and 21st
Century Anglophone Literature: Bodies in Motion challenges normative depictions of bodies on the move by focusing on marginalized and “othered” mobile bodies,
and reconceptualises corporeal mobility for our contemporary times. This book defines “mobility” as processes such as colonization, decolonization, and globalization.
Museums and Photography Elena Stylianou 2016-12-08 Museums and Photography combines a strong theoretical approach with international case studies to
investigate the display of death in various types of museums—history, anthropology, art, ethnographic, and science museums – and to understand the changing role
of photography in museums. Contributors explore the politics and poetics of displaying death, and more specifically, the role of photography in representing and
interpreting this difficult topic. Working with nearly 20 researchers from different cultural backgrounds and disciplines, the editors critically engage the recent debate
on the changing role of museums, exhibition meaning-making, and the nature of photography. They offer new ways for understanding representational practices in
relation to contemporary visual culture. This book will appeal to researchers and museum professionals, inspiring new thinking about death and the role of
photography in making sense of it.
The Good Body William M. Etter 2010-01-08 The Good Body: Normalizing Visions in Nineteenth-Century American Literature and Culture, 1836–1867 examines
literary and cultural representations of so-called “normal” and “abnormal” bodies in the antebellum and Civil War-era United States and the ways in which these
representations operated as a means of justifying, critiquing, and problematizing prominent concerns of the period: the relationship between the health of American
citizens and national progress, Western expansion, debates over slavery, the threatened dissolution of the Union in the Civil War, and the legitimation of the post-war
reunified nation. Considering a wide range of sources—classic works of non-fiction, fiction, and poetry; health reform textbooks; proslavery documents; photographs
of Civil War veterans; and Civil War medical records of the federal government—this study demonstrates that American literature of this period typically imagined real
and fictional bodies as healthy, aesthetically pleasing, and symbolically coherent in relation to other bodies imagined as deviating from these “norms” to preserve
existing political and social orders but also, at times, to challenge the hegemonic power of US institutions. In addition to the literary material considered, central in this
book are critical approaches to history and disability studies which illuminate the construction of physical “normality” and contribute to recent scholarly attempts to
assess the significance of physical differences in the literature and culture of the United States.
The Routledge Hispanic Studies Companion to Colonial Latin America and the Caribbean (1492-1898) Yolanda Martínez-San Miguel 2020-11-26 The Routledge
Hispanic Studies Companion to Colonial Latin America and the Caribbean (1492-1898) brings together an international team of scholars to explore new
interdisciplinary and comparative approaches for the study of colonialism. Using four overarching themes, the volume examines a wide array of critical issues, key
texts, and figures that demonstrate the significance of Colonial Latin America and the Caribbean across national and regional traditions and historical periods. This
invaluable resource will be of interest to students and scholars of Spanish and Latin American studies examining colonial Caribbean and Latin America at the
intersection of cultural and historical studies; transatlantic, postcolonial and decolonial studies; and critical approaches to archives and materiality. This timely volume
assesses the impact and legacy of colonialism and coloniality.
Disability, Health, and Happiness in the Shakespearean Body Sujata Iyengar 2014-12-05 This book considers early modern and postmodern ideals of health, vigor,
ability, beauty, well-being, and happiness, uncovering and historicizing the complex negotiations among physical embodiment, emotional response, and communallysanctioned behavior in Shakespeare's literary and material world. The volume visits a series of questions about the history of the body and how early modern cultures
understand physical ability or vigor, emotional competence or satisfaction, and joy or self-fulfillment. Individual essays investigate the purported disabilities of the
"crook-back" King Richard III or the "corpulent" Falstaff, the conflicts between different health-care belief-systems in The Taming of the Shrew and Hamlet, the power
of figurative language to delineate or even instigate puberty in the Sonnets or Romeo and Juliet, and the ways in which the powerful or moneyed mediate the access
of the poor and injured to cure or even to care. Integrating insights from Disability Studies, Health Studies, and Happiness Studies, this book develops both a detailed
literary-historical analysis and a provocative cultural argument about the emphasis we place on popular notions of fitness and contentment today.
The Emergence of Man Into the 21st Century Patricia L. Munhall 2002 This work offers writings on men's experiences as boys, fathers, and sons, and reflections on
relationships, gender, sexuality, race, violence, loss, careers, health, and the search for meaning. The authors who contributed to this work speak to us in a frank and
poignant way about the male experience, helping us embrace our differences, question out presuppositions, and understand the diverse meanings of our experiences.
Popular Fiction and Brain Science in the Late Nineteenth Century Anne Stiles 2011-12-22 In the 1860s and 1870s, leading neurologists used animal experimentation
to establish that discrete sections of the brain regulate specific mental and physical functions. These discoveries had immediate medical benefits: David Ferrier's
detailed cortical maps, for example, saved lives by helping surgeons locate brain tumors and haemorrhages without first opening up the skull. These experiments both
incited controversy and stimulated creative thought, because they challenged the possibility of an extra-corporeal soul. This book examines the cultural impact of
neurological experiments on late-Victorian Gothic romances by Robert Louis Stevenson, Bram Stoker, H. G. Wells and others. Novels like Dracula and Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde expressed the deep-seated fears and visionary possibilities suggested by cerebral localization research, and offered a corrective to the linearity and
objectivity of late Victorian neurology.
The Science of Nature in the Seventeenth Century Peter R. Anstey 2006-06-28 One of the hallmarks of the modern world has been the stunning rise of the natural
sciences. The exponential expansion of scientific knowledge and the accompanying technology that so impact on our daily lives are truly remarkable. But what is
often taken for granted is the enviable epistemic-credit rating of scientific knowledge: science is authoritative, science inspires confidence, science is right. Yet it has
not always been so. In the seventeenth century the situation was markedly different: competing sources of authority, shifting disciplinary boundaries, emerging modes
of experimental practice and methodological reflection were some of the constituents in a quite different mélange in which knowledge of nature was by no means peminent. It was the desire to probe the underlying causes of the shift from the early modern ‘nature-knowledge’ to modern science that was one of the stimuli for the
‘Origins of Modernity: Early Modern Thought 1543–1789’ conference held in Sydney in July 2002. How and why did modern science emerge from its early modern
roots to the dominant position which it enjoys in today’s post-modern world? Under the auspices of the International Society for Intellectual History, The University of
New South Wales and The University of Sydney, a group of historians and philosophers of science gathered to discuss this issue. However, it soon became clear that

a prior question needed to be settled first: the question as to the precise nature of the quest for knowledge of the natural realm in the seventeenth century.
Conquest of Body Polona Tratnik 2017-05-26 This book reflects on the phenomenon of biotechnology and how it affects the body and discusses a number of related
issues, including visualization, mediation, and epistemology. The author offers a compelling thesis, arguing that the exploration of the human body has one ultimate
aim: to gain knowledge of it and to conquer it. Exploration of body has an intrinsic link to power, since knowledge is constitutive for the power over the body. Ultimately
the conquest of body means the power to intervene into life processes. The book breaks new ground with its study of body visualizations, from the Renaissance
drawings to the medical imaging. In particular, it investigates their complex mediality. It also considers the extension and the reach of biopower that is now possible
thanks to a wide range of engineering applications. The author originally questions the research approach by rethinking the relationship between mental and sensual
examination. She takes into consideration the epistemological problem of the two modes of exploration: obtaining knowledge from empirical exploration and projecting
that knowledge to the object of exploration.
The Soul-less Souls of Black Folk Paul C. Mocombe 2008-12-24 Since the 1960s, there have been two schools of thought on the origins and nature of black
consciousness: the adaptive-vitality school and the pathological-pathogenic school. The latter argues that in its divergences from white American norms and values,
black American consciousness is nothing more than a pathological form of and reaction to American consciousness, rather than a dual (both African and American)
counter hegemonic opposing 'identity-in-differential' (the term is Gayatri Spivak's) to the American one. Proponents of the adaptive-vitality school argue that the
divergences are not pathologies but African 'institutional transformations' preserved on the American landscape. The purpose of this work is to understand black
consciousness by working out the theoretical and methodological problems from which these two divergent schools are constructed, in order to arrive at a more
sociohistorical, rather than racial, understanding of black consciousness. Using a variant of structuration theory to account for the sociohistorical development of black
consciousness formation within the American social structure, author Paul Mocombe concludes that black American life is dual and pathological only in relation to a
particular interpretive community, the black bourgeoisie or liberal middle class.
Actual Consciousness Ted Honderich 2014 What is it for you to be conscious? There is no consensus in philosophy or science: it has remained a mystery. Ted
Honderich develops a brand new theory of consciousness, according to which perceptual consciousness is external to the perceiver.
Archaeology of Culture Contact and Colonialism in Spanish and Portuguese America Pedro Paulo A. Funari 2014-11-11 The volume contributes to disrupt the old
grand narrative of cultural contact and colonialism in Spanish and Portuguese America in a wide and complete sense. This edited volume aims at exploring contact
archaeology in the modern era. Archaeology has been exploring the interaction of peoples and cultures from early times, but only in the last few decades have
cultural contact and material world been recognized as crucial elements to understanding colonialism and the emergence of modernity. Modern colonialism studies
pose questions in need of broader answers. This volume explores these answers in Spanish and Portuguese America, comprising present-day Latin America and
formerly Spanish territories now part of the United States. The volume addresses studies of the particular features of Spanish-Portuguese colonialism, as well as the
specificities of Iberian colonization, including hybridism, religious novelties, medieval and modern social features, all mixed in a variety of ways unique and so different
from other areas, particularly the Anglo-Saxon colonial thrust. Cultural contact studies offer a particularly in-depth picture of the uniqueness of Latin America in terms
of its cultural mixture. This volume particularly highlights local histories, revealing novelty, diversity, and creativity in the conformation of the new colonial realities, as
well as presenting Latin America as a multicultural arena, with astonishing heterogeneity in thoughts, experiences, practices, and, material worlds.
1973 Herbert W. Mason 2021-06-21
The Purple Island and Anatomy in Early Seventeenth-century Literature, Philosophy, and Theology Peter Mitchell 2007 Sets out to reconstruct and analyze the
rationality of Phineas Fletcher's use of figurality in The Purple Island (1633) - a poetic allegory of human anatomy. This book demonstrates that the analogies and
metaphors of literary works share coherence and consistency with anatomy textbooks.
Souls Under Siege Nicole Archambeau 2021 In Souls under Siege, Nicole Archambeau explores how the inhabitants of southern France made sense of the ravages
of successive waves of plague, the depredations of mercenary warfare, and the violence of royal succession during the fourteenth century. Many people, she finds,
understood both plague and war as the symptoms of spiritual sicknesses caused by excessive sin, and they sought cures in confession. Archambeau draws on a rich
evidentiary base of 68 narrative testimonials from the canonization inquest for Countess Delphine de Puimichel, which was held in the market town of Apt in 1363.
Each witness in the proceedings had lived through the outbreaks of plague in 1348 and 1361, as well as the violence inflicted by mercenaries unleashed by truces in
the Hundred Years' War. Consequently, their testimonies unexpectedly reveal the importance of faith and the role of affect in the healing of body and soul alike.
Faced with an unprecedented cascade of crises, the inhabitants of Provence relied on saints and healers, their worldview connecting earthly disease and disaster to
the struggle for their eternal souls. Souls under Siege illustrates how medieval people approached sickness and uncertainty by using a variety of remedies, making
clear that "healing" had multiple overlapping meanings in this historical moment.
A Body Worth Defending Ed Cohen 2009-09-25 Biological immunity as we know it does not exist until the late nineteenth century. Nor does the premise that
organisms defend themselves at the cellular or molecular levels. For nearly two thousand years “immunity,” a legal concept invented in ancient Rome, serves almost
exclusively political and juridical ends. “Self-defense” also originates in a juridico-political context; it emerges in the mid-seventeenth century, during the English Civil
War, when Thomas Hobbes defines it as the first “natural right.” In the 1880s and 1890s, biomedicine fuses these two political precepts into one, creating a new vital
function, “immunity-as-defense.” In A Body Worth Defending, Ed Cohen reveals the unacknowledged political, economic, and philosophical assumptions about the
human body that biomedicine incorporates when it recruits immunity to safeguard the vulnerable living organism. Inspired by Michel Foucault’s writings about
biopolitics and biopower, Cohen traces the migration of immunity from politics and law into the domains of medicine and science. Offering a genealogy of the concept,
he illuminates a complex of thinking about modern bodies that percolates through European political, legal, philosophical, economic, governmental, scientific, and
medical discourses from the mid-seventeenth century through the twentieth. He shows that by the late nineteenth century, “the body” literally incarnates modern
notions of personhood. In this lively cultural rumination, Cohen argues that by embracing the idea of immunity-as-defense so exclusively, biomedicine naturalizes the
individual as the privileged focus for identifying and treating illness, thereby devaluing or obscuring approaches to healing situated within communities or collectives.
The Routledge Companion to Eighteenth Century Philosophy Aaron Garrett 2014-03-21 The Eighteenth century is one of the most important periods in the history of
Western philosophy, witnessing philosophical, scientific, and social and political change on a vast scale. In spite of this, there are few single volume overviews of the
philosophy of the period as a whole. The Routledge Companion to Eighteenth Century Philosophy is an authoritative survey and assessment of this momentous
period, covering major thinkers, topics and movements in Eighteenth century philosophy. Beginning with a substantial introduction by Aaron Garrett, the thirty-five
specially commissioned chapters by an outstanding team of international contributors are organised into seven clear parts: Context and Movements Metaphysics and
Understanding Mind, Soul, and Perception Morals and Aesthetics Politics and Society Philosophy in relation to the Arts and Sciences Major Figures. Major topics and
themes are explored and discussed, ranging from materialism, free will and personal identity; to the emotions, the social contract, aesthetics, and the sciences,
including mathematics and biology. The final section examines in more detail three figures central to the period: Hume, Rousseau and Kant. As such The Routledge
Companion to Eighteenth Century Philosophy is essential reading for all students of the period, both in philosophy and related disciplines such as politics, literature,
history and religious studies.
Spirituality and the Occult Brian Gibbons 2013-07-04 Spirituality and the Occult argues against the widely held view that occult spiritualities are marginal to Western
culture. Showing that the esoteric tradition is unfairly neglected in Western culture and that much of what we take to be 'modern' derives at least in part from this
tradition, it casts a fresh, intriguing and persuasive perspective on intellectual and cultural history in the West. Brian Gibbons identifies the influence and continued
presence of esoteric mystical movements in disciplines such as: * medicine * science * philosophy * Freudian and Jungian psychology * radical political movements *
imaginative literature.
Body and Text in the Eighteenth Century Veronica Kelly 1994-09-01 Twelve scholars from the fields of English, French, and German literature here examine the
complex ways in which the human body becomes the privileged semiotic model through which eighteenth-century culture defines its political and conceptual centers.
In making clear that the deployment of the body varies tremendously depending on what is meant by the 'human body', the essays draw on popular literature, poetics
and aesthetics, garden architecture, physiognomy, beauty manuals, pornography and philosophy, as well as on canonical works in the genres of the novel and the
drama.
The Ethical Challenges of Emerging Medical Technologies Arthur L. Caplan 2020-09-10 This collection of essays emphasizes society’s increasingly responsible
engagement with ethical challenges in emerging medical technology. Expansion of technological capacity and attention to patient safety have long been integral to
improving healthcare delivery but only relatively recently have concepts like respect, distributive justice, privacy, and autonomy gained some power to shape the
development, use, and refinement of medical tools and techniques. Medical ethics goes beyond making better medicine to thinking about how to make the field of
medicine better. These essays showcase several ways in which modern ethical thinking is improving safety, efficacy and efficiency of medical technology, increasing
access to medical care, and empowering patients to choose care that comports with their desires and beliefs. Included are complimentary ethical approaches as well
as compelling counter-arguments. Together, the articles demonstrate how improving the quality of medical technology relies on every stakeholder -- not just medical
researchers and scientists -- to assess each given technology’s strengths and pitfalls. This collection also portends one of the next major issues in the ethics of
medical technology: developing the requisite moral framework to accompany shifts toward patient-centred personalized healthcare.
John Donne, Body and Soul Ramie Targoff 2008-11-15 For centuries readers have struggled to fuse the seemingly scattered pieces of Donne’s works into a complete
image of the poet and priest. In John Donne, Body and Soul, Ramie Targoff offers a way to read Donne as a writer who returned again and again to a single great
subject, one that connected to his deepest intellectual and emotional concerns. Reappraising Donne’s oeuvre in pursuit of the struggles and commitments that

connect his most disparate works, Targoff convincingly shows that Donne believed throughout his life in the mutual necessity of body and soul. In chapters that range
from his earliest letters to his final sermon, Targoff reveals that Donne’s obsessive imagining of both the natural union and the inevitable division between body and
soul is the most continuous and abiding subject of his writing. “Ramie Targoff achieves the rare feat of taking early modern theology seriously, and of explaining why it
matters. Her book transforms how we think about Donne.”—Helen Cooper, University of Cambridge
The Oxford Handbook of British Philosophy in the Seventeenth Century Peter R. Anstey 2013-06-27 The Oxford Handbook of British Philosophy in the Seventeenth
Century comprises twenty-six new essays by leading experts in the field. This unique scholarly resource provides advanced students and scholars with a
comprehensive overview of the current issues that are informing research on the subject, while at the same time offering new lines of research. The volume is
ambitious in scope and far reaching in impact. It covers the whole of the seventeenthcentury, ranging from Francis Bacon, who flourished early in the century, to John
Locke and Isaac Newton, who rose to prominence as the century drew to a close. In addition to dealing with canonical authors and celebrated texts, such as Thomas
Hobbes and his Leviathan, the Handbook discusses many lesser knownfigures and debates from the period, whose importance is only now being appreciated.
The Blackwell Companion to Nineteenth-Century Theology David Fergusson 2010-03-18 Bringing together a collection of essays by prominentscholars, The Blackwell
Companion to Nineteenth CenturyTheology presents a comprehensive account of the mostsignificant theological figures, movements, and developments ofthought
that emerged in Europe and America during the nineteenthcentury. Representing the most up-to-date theological research, thisnew reference work offers an engaging
and illuminating overview ofa period whose forceful ideas continue to live on in contemporarytheology A new reference work providing a comprehensive account of
themost significant theological figures and developments of thoughtthat emerged in Europe and America during the nineteenthcentury Brings together newlycommissioned research from prominentinternational Biblical scholars, historians, and theologians,covering the key thinkers, confessional traditions, and majorreligious
movements of the period Ensures a balanced, ecumenical viewpoint, with essays coveringCatholic, Russian, and Protestant theologies Includes analysis of such
prominent thinkers as Kant andKierkegaard, the influence and authority of Darwin and the naturalsciences on theology, and debates the role and enduring influenceof
the nineteenth century “anti-theologians”
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